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Legal Basis:  

Copyright Act 1987 ss 3, 7(1)(c), 26(2)(b), 42(1)(a)(iii) 

Evidence Act 1950 ss 33, 61, 73A(1)(b), 114(g) 

 

Facts: 

There were three appeals, namely: Appeal 2376, (‘Suit 36’); Appeal 2; and Appeal 3, (both 

originated from ‘Suit 37’). Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (‘Honda’), a Japanese 

automobile company, claimed ownership over copyright of its motorcycles known as EX-5 or 

EX-5 Dream (‘EX-5’). The copyright was created in 1985 in Japan and EX-5 was launched in 

Malaysia in 1987. Honda claimed that the defendants had infringed Honda’s copyright by 

manufacturing/producing/assembling/distributing/marketing/selling the motorcycles known as 

‘Demak’ (‘first bike’) and SYM E-SMART (‘second bike’). Honda prayed for permanent 

injunction, order for delivery and damages of copyright infringement. The defendants 

contended that Honda had failed to establish that EX-5 drawing was created by Mr Ichiro 

Koizumi (‘Mr Koizumi’) and that the first bike was created independently in 2003 by Bally TRD, 

did not bear Honda’s name and was not similar to EX-5. The defendants thus counterclaimed 

for a declaration under the Competition Act 2010, that Honda had no ownership over the 

copyright, that no infringement of copyright had taken place and unlawful interference with 

trade.  

The appeals on the issues are whether copyright subsisted in claimed works and whether 

Honda owned the copyright; and assuming there was copyright subsisting, whether it had 

been infringed by the defendants. 
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Substance:  

The Court found that there was no misdirection committed by the High Court Judge (‘HCJ’). 

Neither did the Court found that the HCJ had been plainly wrong in her decision on the issues 

pertaining to this appeal, namely, subsistence of and ownership of the copyrights in the 

claimed works. She had subjected those evidence to a fair and no less meticulous judicial 

appreciation of the entire evidence, both the oral testimonies of the witnesses as well as the 

relevant documentary evidence. The HCJ was correct in concluding that the plaintiff had 

adduced sufficient cogent evidence to tip the balance and hence establishing its case that the 

EX-5 claimed works were eligible for copyright protection, that it subsisted in 1990 in Malaysia 

and that the plaintiff was the lawful owner of that copyright. The Court held that the plaintiff 

had established its case on the issues of subsistence and ownership on the balance of 

probabilities. 

 

Result:  

Appeal 2 dismissed with costs of RM20,000 against the appellants. The Court of Appeal 

affirmed the decision of High Court on the issue of subsistence and ownership of copyright in 

the claimed works. Consequently, Appeal 2376 on the issue of subsistence and ownership is 

also dismissed with costs of RM20,000 against the appellants. All costs are subject to allocator 

fees. Those related appeals on infringement would need to be heard. Parties will be duly 

informed of the date accordingly. 

 

 

Decision Date: 30/10/2019 

 


